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About This Game

She said yes! Alan was finally going to marry his sweetheart, Catalina. She only had one small request before the wedding, to
ask for her father’s blessing. The young couple travels to the small town in Mexico where her father is from, arriving just in

time for the annual Day of the Dead celebration. But when he doesn’t meet them at the train station, that’s only the beginning of
their problems. Is it just the heat, or did that book talk to you? And that guy is definitely wearing a skeleton mask, right? Cross

the border between life and death in this festive Hidden Object Puzzle Adventure game.

This is a special Collector's Edition release full of exclusive extras you won’t find in the standard version. The Collector’s
Edition includes:

Festive collectables and achievements!
Quirky atmosphere and funny characters!

Travel to the Land of the Dead!
Unlockable arcade mini-games
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calavera day of the dead collector's edition

It's worth about 0.49 cents. It's a good game for 10 minutes, then you realize it's basically a flash game from 
addictinggames.com.. Such a bad game, sorry developers! You got an F!

First of all, I opened the game up and heard a song I recenized...then I realized it was this song:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3_-a9nVZYjk
Then, I went to the credits to see if they put The Fat Rat's song in there...and sure enough, they didn't! Then I made a server and
no one joined. THE GAME IS DEAD. I laughed when I looked around the map. The whole map was just missing textures. And
the models were free to download on Unity. I do like the graphics though. But other than that, the game is horrible.. Very cool!!
I play VR a lot, this game is in one of my favorites! May be throwing grenades would be cool too. Very cool graphic and
control!. Superbrothers: Sword & Sworcery is easily one of the most unusual, nonsensical, gorgeous games I've ever played. As I
write this, I'm still not entirely sure how to describe what exactly it was I experienced.

The general gameplay consists of you searching beautiful low poly. highly detailed environments for strange creatures known as
'sylvan sprites' by clicking multiple points in the environment. The game gives very little direction as to what parts of the
environment you should be clicking and the direction that the game does decide to give you is delivered via nonsensical, highly
confusing messages through in game twitter like updates from the few characters.
While I presume these messages were meant to contain hints, half the time I couldn't decipher what was random nonsense and
what was the game's way of trying to point me in a particular direction. This resulted in me randomly clicking my way through
most of the puzzles, which worked out fine except on a handful of occasions.

While the gameplay leaves a lot to be desired, it's everything else that makes this game worth experiencing. The writing, while
cryptic and often times silly, sets a very laid back tone as you quest to save this musically infused world.
The charming art design combined with the beautifully composed music gives this game a sense of style like no other and I
often found myself in awe of the relationship between the two.

The story isn't partiuclarly deep or complex but the quirky and episodic nature in which it unfolds makes this a game worth
seeing through to the end.. Disclaimer: I have been told that there is a way around the bug which was the main reason for me
disliking the game. Personally I have not given this a try, but if you are experiencing pathfinding issues play the game at normal
speed.

The game seemed interesting however whenever I sent my people to go and do anything I would have constant pathing issues.
The people would run back and forth on the spot which meant that it took much longer for me to do anything as my people
wouldn't respond. The worst case of this was in a battle, I tried getting them into towers however they just kept running back
and forth instead of garrisoning the towers leading to me losing most of my defences. Until this bug is fixed it is a definite no go
for me even for a dollar as it was unplayable..
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GX8Hg6kWQYI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pgN-vvVVxMA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JcWOSgImiRw
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Bought this game to drive a forklift.

10/10 i did indeed drive a forklift. TLDR - I highly recommend this product to anyone who has an interest in the videogame
development process and/or the indie scene. I give Super Game Jam an 8/10.
Episode 1 - Navigator
I was interested in this project since launch. The only reason I didn't buy in earlier was the mixed opinions I have been seeing
here and there. Some saying the project doesn't live up to expectations and other saying it goes above and beyond them. After a
long time and many moments of "I'm going to buy this now" and then "On second thought I will wait", I finally bought Super
Game Jam. I watched the first episode and played the first game I am very happy so far. The documentary portion was great. I
really liked the personalities involved (Richard Boeser – dev of Ibb and Obb and Jan Willem Nijman - 50% of Vlambeer) and
felt they had good chemistry, it was interesting, not as personal as I would have liked (Indie Game: The Movie nailed it), Sound
and music were great aside from some bumping around in the background and the cinematography was up there with the likes
of 'Free to Play' and 'Indie Game: The Movie'. The game that I watched these two guys make in 48 hours was really cool. The
control were tight, visuals enthralling and I really loved the concept and I'm glad Nijman pushed the racing + companionship
idea so hard.
Overall, I found watching the back and forth, creative process between these two devs who had never worked together before to
be really fun and even inspiring especially after playing the game and seeing just how much they accomplished in 48 hours. For
this review, I don't think I can give it a numbered score but I will say that I enjoyed the first episode immensely and would
recommend it. I cannot wait to watch and play the rest of this (I cannot think of a word to describe this other than the very broad
term of 'Project').

Episode 2 - Blossom
The Documentary
The second episode started off with something I wasn't expecting. The two new devs (Dominik Johann – former dev of Might
and Delight and Christoffer Hedborg – Artist and dev for Super Stress-Out) sat down and watched a video message from the
previous two devs whom gave the new duo their theme to work with. I really like this idea of passing on ideas from game jam to
game jam, dev to dev. After receiving the message the two developers brainstormed the theme, which was gardening. The
brainstorm sessions that occurred in the first episode as well are great. They give a cool look into how a game is conceived. I
don't want to give a recap of the whole episode so I will just point out a few likes and dislikes I had with this episode. Much like
the first, this episode had two devs with great creative chemistry, wonderful cinematography (especially those creative/scenic
transitions/montages), music and flow. This episode did a great job at showing the stress and uncertainty that the two underwent
during the final hours of the jam that wasn't all that present in the first episode. The only downside to this episode has to be,
how hard it was to follow the creative process. I could barely understand what the game was shaping into until the end of the
episode. This is probably the way the devs felt as well but I still felt pretty lost at times. This episode was certainly good but
missed a major element that kept me engaged throughout the first.
The Game
The game was a little more abstract and harder to understand than the first. What I got from it was that it is about survival in an
endless space with a home planet that is destined to die. The art, music, sound design, gravity and steering of the home planet
were all stellar but the goal of the game was hard to comprehend. Even without a concrete goal, the game was still enjoyable
enough to play through numerous times.
Overall
The second part of this project was good, not as good as the first but nonetheless very enjoyable. I can't wait to watch and play
the next Episode of Super Game Jam.

Episode 3 - Catch of Death
The Documentary
Let me start off by saying this is by far my favourite episode of this project so far. What made this episode and contributed to
the greatness of the first 2 is the amazing chemistry between the 2 devs chosen. I cannot give them enough praise for their
choice of devs. These two guys, Sos Sosowski and Adam Drucker are ♥♥♥♥ing hilarious. They are the perfect match. They
both have very comical personalities that had me laughing aloud very often. This episode was filled with comedy and I'm very
glad the project makers noticed this and focused on this. Along with the hilarity, this episode also had the same wonderful
overarching features that previous eps had (e.g. Music, cinematography), a great brainstorm segment, very memorable quotes
from both devs and a nice change of tone for the entire project. This episode felt crazy, hilarious and gloriously ragtag. These
guys seemed like the best of friends from start to finish and their ridiculous ideas, funny communications and strange workflow
made this episode extremely enjoyable.
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The Game
The game is as ludicrous as the devs behind it. It is basically football without rules or reason. A ♥♥♥♥fest of button spam and
desperately trying to find where my character is and who my character is among a variety of other deranged characters in a
world built by a 4 year old wielding nothing but a box of crayons and the kitchen wall. It's incredibly hard to understand what is
going on but I had so much fun with this game. My playtime was also vastly extended by the inclusion of all the builds leading
up to the final working game. Broken but fun.
Overall
This episode is beyond amazing. Enough said.

Episode 4 - Torr
The Documentary
This episode featured a dev who I was really looking forward to seeing. Jonatan Soderstrom, who made Hotline Miami, one of
my favourite games. Jonatan was accompanied by Martin Jonasson, who made Rymdkapsel. This developer duo did not have the
chemistry that previous duos had. Even though Martin was upbeat and happy most of the time, Jonatan looked uncomfortable
and bored most of the time and was very quiet for the better part of the episode. I'm not saying I don't like him or disrespect
him because he seemed bored but it did have an impact on how much I enjoyed this episode. Another factor that I missed was
the creative brainstorming at the start of each episode. There didn't seem to be much a brainstorm and that kind of disappointed
me as these creative session have been super interesting in past episodes. Flaws aside this episode featured the best
cinematography so far. The use of Bokeh in a lot of shots made for some beautiful scenery and cool interview sets. The music in
this episode was also some of my favourite from the project. Finally I found the creative process really easy to follow even
without the brainstorm at the beginning. I understood every decision they made and why because the devs explained what they
were doing as they went forward. This episode was a bit of a letdown but the expertise in cinematography and the still enjoyable
premise of the project made it fun to watch anyway.
The Game
Review coming soon.... My 9years old dauther love it!. I came for the battle and stayed for the Sun. But really, this is a mediocre
game at best. However, it's a great game where you can smoke up something or drink a little too much and definitely have some
fun. Really, some of the parts are unintentionally funny, and the game is worth it for that alone. There's always something
enjoyable about playing something that you know is not the best thing ever, and yet you can't stop playing. But that's just me, I
enjoy playing games that are "bad" as bad games are still entertaining.. This game looked like a great survival game, but it
isn\u2019t the controls are clunky everything is laggy and it just has many errors.. A great arcade driving game that offers
something fairly different from what has been in the racing genre for some time, that isn't Mario Kart. It brings back the couch
co-op kart racers of old and fits perfectly within that category. Not only that but the game looks gorgeous and the style is unique
and oddly cute. Definitely worth a purchase!. Cant even "finish it" without paying $5 to unlock the end of the game.. lol

on top of that, there is an ADDITIONAL dlc worth $20... $20..

Actual games dlc often cost less.

let that sink in.

Would have been cool/fun if you could actually have some sort of end game objective that you didnt need to pay for and then
have that paid dlc just put into the game for free. considering the type of game it is and age and the fact that WAY bigger games
give free dlc these days.

Cant recommend this game knowing they'll need to eventually pay to finish this game that should be 100% free.. Very boring.
Can't do anything at all. graphics are bad. nothing attractive to play. Do not ever buy this game.. The game crashed twice as I
was attempting to enter the Terrace location. Besides, the prologue is vaguely racist. I do not recommend this game.
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